
RULES AND TOURNAMENT PROCEDURES – PDP ONLINE DEBATING 
  
All PDP official changes are effective as of August 15. 
 
SCHEDULE 
 
The daily schedule for online HSPDP tournaments is as follows (MSPDP tournaments may follow the 
same schedule, depending on the league): 
 
8-8:45 AM Registration (Staggered; each school will receive a window for 
registration during the registration period) 
 
8:45-9 AM Announcements (Announcements made in the Arrival Room) 
• Preparation Time Note 

Online prep for pre-announced topics is 30 minutes 
Online prep for high school impromptu topics is 35 minutes 

 
9-10:45 AM Round 1 
 
10:45-12 PM Round 2 
 
12:15-12:45 PM Lunch 
 
12:45-2:30 PM Round 3 
 
2:30-4:15 PM Round 4 
 
4:30 PM Awards and Departure 
 
 
GETTING READY, CONNECTIVITY, DEPORTMENT 
   
All participants should test their video/audio prior to joining tournament meetings. Students may not 
use any unconnected time to circumvent event rules. 
 
All debate participants – coaches, debaters, judges, observers – should close all applications, email 
accounts, notifications, etc. to reduce bandwidth limits during the competition. 
 
Students must have cameras on and microphones muted. Student cameras must remain on during the 
entire debate; students should remain muted except for speeches and POI’s and quite limited heckling.  



 
Observers must have audio muted and cameras off. Observers may not communicate with any 
participant (judge, debater) during a debate.  
 
Student may not leave a debate breakout room during a debate and must immediately notify their 
coach if there is an emergency and they must leave.  
 
A judge may limit access to observers to preserve bandwidth for a debate.  
 
All participants should treat the debate space as an extension of a classroom. Professional and respectful 
conduct is expected. Although there may be limits to what a participant may be able to do, each 
attendee should minimize background noise, distractions (for example, young siblings, pets), 
eating/drinking, lying on a bed or floor, etc. that one would not encounter in a classroom.  
No unaffiliated participants may attend the tournament. All attendees, including observers, must 
identify registered school affiliation. 
  

For student connectivity issues prior to debates (e.g., prep time) 
Students must be able to confirm a connection to participate in a debate. Students work with the 
tournament staff to restore access or provide a reasonable alternative (phone) during prep time. 
No additional preparation time is given to a team for connection difficulties.  

  
For student connectivity issues during a debate 
At the beginning of each speech, the judge will recognize each speaker in turn (Judge: I recognize 
the first speaker for the proposition…I recognize the first speaker for the opposition…etc.). The 
debater should then check audio with the judge (Debater: Are you able to hear me?). When the 
judge replies “Yes,” the student’s speaking time begins. There is no other untimed part of the 
debater’s speech.  
 
If a student loses a connection during a debate, the student works with the tournament staff to 
restore access or provide a reasonable alternative (phone). This activity is limited to 2 minutes. 
After that, the debate resumes. 
 
If a student is unable to return to the debate in a timely manner, the team must convert to a 2-
person team for the remainder of the debate. A judge should score the team as a 2-person team; 
the disconnected student will receive their speaker point average from other debates for 
calculating missed points for any individual speaker award. 
  
If two students on a team are disconnected from a debate and a connection cannot be restored 
for at least one of them within 2 minutes, the team is excluded from that round. No 1-person 
teams may debate in the competition. The disconnected team receives a “0” score, rather than a 
win or a loss. The disconnected team would receive average points for the incomplete debate for 
speaker awards. The remaining connected team receives a Bye and Win, with averaged speaker 
points for individual scores. 
 
After preliminary debates, any team with a “0” result in a debate is ranked ahead of all other 
teams with a lower number of wins. For example, with a 4-round online tournament, a tab 



director would rank the 4-0 teams at the top of the team list, followed by 3-1 teams, followed by 
3-“0” teams (those missing a round), followed by 2-2 teams, etc. for the purposes of awards.  

  
For judge connectivity issues or missing debaters during a debate 
A judge losing connectivity should notify the tab staff immediately by text or phone. 
A judge should work with the tournament staff to restore access or provide a reasonable 
alternative. If no accommodation can be made within 2 minutes, the debate is ended. The teams 
receive a Double Bye (each team receives a ‘Win’) and all speakers receive averaged points for 
individual speaker awards. A judge should immediately notify the tournament tab staff if ay 
debaters are missing from a debate breakout room at the scheduled start of a debate.  

 
 
QUIET MOMENTS – PREPARATION TIME 
 
Extended prep time for online debating. 
 
Pre-announced topics for middle school and high school – 30 minutes to begin the debate 
 
Impromptu topics for high school – 35 minutes to begin the debate. 
 
Breakout rooms will close with 3 minutes remaining in prep time to organize for debate breakout rooms.  
Teams need to be ready to begin speeches in the debate at the end of the official prep time. 
 
Schools will prepare in a breakout room assigned to each school. Team members and coaches may 
communicate internally via call, text, and email during preparation time. This will give team members 
time to communicate effectively prior to the debate and permit coaches to speak to any and all teams. 
Breakout rooms will be closed with 3 minutes remaining in prep time and teams will receive new 
assignments for breakout rooms for their debates.  
  
Internet access permitted. Students are expected to transcribe notes during prep time. They are not 
permitted to read prepared speeches or read from online notes. During prep time, students may use the 
Internet but the camera on their device should show their hands and blank paper on which they are 
transcribing argument notes and speech information. In other words, although students may use the 
Internet during prep time, they are on the honor system to transcribe any and all information to 
previously unused paper for use in debates. Only debaters may transcribe notes for debates. No other 
person may research, prepare, transcribe, or deliver arguments and other notes for use in any 
debate. Coaches should monitor and enforce these rules.  
 
 
NOISY MOMENTS – POI’S AND HECKLING 
             

Live debates can be noisy affairs, with supportive crowd heckling, POIs, and argumentative 
heckling. Depending on the online platform, it is difficult for a judge/audience to clearly hear the 
distinct expressions of overlapping speakers. These are recommendations for the less forgiving 
formats. 



  
If the platform cannot address noise problems, the audience should be limited and quieted – no 
audience noise is permitted. The audience must have mics muted and cameras off for debates. 

  
For POIs, a team should signal for POIs by use of a digital signal (e.g., ‘Raised Hand’ in Zoom) and 
a brief oral remark – “POI” or “Info.” 

  
Selective heckling. It is unlikely that we will be able to use argumentative heckling unless select 
platforms permit it. There is one exception. The heckle, “New”,” to identify a new argument in a 
rebuttal speech, is insufficiently disruptive that it should be possible to use it. 
 
Debaters should give a thumb’s up or hand clapping reaction in Zoom for teammate and 
opponent speeches, rather than audible applause.  

 
 
TOURNAMENT AND TAB PROCEDURES 
 
Leagues/Tournaments may use their preferred tab program. The HSPDP events and other tournaments 
directly managed by the Claremont Colleges Debate Union (e.g., championship tournaments), will use 
the new PDPTab software. League presidents should discuss any deviations with John Meany, 
john.meany@cmc.edu. There will certainly be events for which tournament design and rule flexibility 
will be required for a fair, educational, and efficient competition.  
  

Registration 
  
            • Pre-tournament Registration 
  
Deadlines. Recommended for Wednesday, 6PM prior to the tournament date, with school confirmation 
at Friday, 4PM. Each tournament should have the final entry confirmation at morning registration prior 
to data entry in the tournament tabulation software and the tournament start. 
  
Registration submission prior to the tournament must include the phone number and email address of 
all coaches and judges. 
  
Schools should register one judge for each team, with exceptions permitted by the tab staff for each 
tournament.  
  
            • At Tournament Registration 
  
Just as for in-person events, there is one registration for a school – it happens when all registering 
participants from a school – coaches, debaters, judges – are present. For entry confirmation on the 
tournament day, all arriving coaches, judges, and debaters from a school will be placed in a school 
breakout room. When the breakout room is filled with the school’s tournament participants, the primary 
coach will notify the tab administrator and confirm the entry. The coach will send a message to the 
tournament’s group text, which will be established before the start of the event. The tab administrator 



will then approve that entry in the tournament database. School participants will remain in the breakout 
room until they receive a message to gather for group announcements.  
  
Coaches should assist students as they rename their team based on their code and full name. For 
example, a team from John Doe Academy with the last names Smith, Sampson, and Zawiri will be JDA 
SSZ. A debater on that team would rename, with team code and full name, as JDA SSZ – Joella Smith. 
 

Announcements 
   
Announcements will be made in the arrival room or via Zoom chat/group text. Any message in Zoom 
chat will be duplicated in group texts to coaches. Zoom chat will be used exclusively for official 
tournament staff announcements. Questions may be directed to select tournament staff by coaches via 
text. Coaches will receive text contacts prior to the start of registration. 
 
All tournament attendees should mute mics in the arrival room. They should, however, turn on camers 
to indicate that they are present. Tournament staff will presume that attendees are absent if they are 
unmuted or do not have video.  
 
The coach is responsible for ensuring debaters and judges participate in an efficient and responsible 
manner. 
  

Mechanics of School Breakout Rooms 
  
Pairings will be emailed to the primary coaches and they will have a few minutes to announce and 
confirm pairings with their debaters. The topic will then be announced to coaches via Zoom chat /group 
text. 
  
Schools will prepare in a breakout room assigned to each school. Team members and coaches may 
communicate internally via call, text, and email during preparation time. This will give team members 
time to communicate effectively prior to the debate and permit coaches to speak to any and all teams. 
Breakout rooms will be closed with 3 minutes remaining in prep time and teams will receive new 
assignments for breakout rooms for their debates.  
  
Students are expected to transcribe notes during prep time. They are not permitted to read prepared 
speeches or read from online notes. During prep time, students may use the Internet but the camera on 
their device should show their hands and blank paper on which they are transcribing argument notes 
and speech information. In other words, although students may use the Internet during prep time, they 
are on the honor system to transcribe any and all information to previously unused paper for use in 
debates. Only debaters may transcribe notes for debates. No other person may research, prepare, 
transcribe, or deliver arguments and other notes for use in any debate. Coaches should monitor and 
enforce these rules.  
 
  Ballots 
 
Judges will have 15 minutes for deliberation and oral feedback. Information regarding the result of the 
debate (Win/Loss and individual speaker score) must then be submitted and recorded. The method of 



submission and recording will vary depending on the tabulation software platform. As always, it is 
expected that judges will provided full oral and written feedback to assist student learning and skill 
development.  
  
  
 


